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In May our equities significantly outperformed the market, as our portfolio returned 3,97% compared to OMXSGI that
returned -2,82%. The outperformance was partly driven by strong reactions following our holdings earnings reports. Our
strongest contributor of the month, Crayon, was traded up 17% following its Q1 report. 

Although a negative market return for the month, larger companies continue to trade stronger than smaller ones. A couple of
sectors continue to stand out. The brightest star continues to be AI, where Nvidia had another strong month with its shares
returning over 30% in May. While the AI technology is highly interesting, we have not made any direct investments in the
sector yet. No matter how bright the future looks, we prefer to be cautious when stocks become the name on everyone’s lips,
and no dark clouds seem to be in sight. 

During the month, we made an investment in Bredband2, which is a new holding in our portfolio. Bredband2 is the third
largest broadband operator in Sweden. Our investment case in Bredband2 is further discussed in the asset managers
comments. 

The focus in May have been to integrate our new analyst to the group, and that will continue to be the focus from here. All
the new analysts have made a good impression in their first meetings, and I am confident they will continue to take steps
going forward. 

Bianca Andersson & Ludwig Germunder
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Asset Manager's Comments

A very strong month for our equities. During May, OMXSGI returned -2,82%. Compared to OMXSGI, our equities
traded 3,97% for the month. 

The best performers were Crayon, Chemometec and Take-Two Interactive. The worst performers were Catella,
Electrolux Professional and Loomis.

During the month we bought Bredband2. There are according to us, many favourable reasons to buy Bredband2.
Firstly, the business model is not capital intense which leads to high ROIC as well as a business that is able to
generate fine cash flows as CAPEX remains low. Secondly, the company is able to generate high recurring revenue as
the core business consists of subscriptions, this leads to secured cash flows as well as an underlying business that is
truly insensitive to economic conditions. Lastly, the company has a very favourable future ahead where it has great
possibilities to internal improvements (mostly regarding its acquisition of A3) which will lead to improved margins
further down the road. We therefore deem the negative market sentiment that has pressured the stock during recent
years as overly pessimistic as we see great potential in the company looking forward. 
 
The whole portfolio returned 2,21 % in May; this is above our benchmark index which declined by -0,49% during the
month. Global Bonds returned 2,18 % compared to our benchmark which was up 5,16%. Corporate Bonds returned a
negative -1,07%, while the benchmark returned 4,23%. Alternative Investments returned 1,76% compared to Barclays
Hedge Fund Index which preliminary was down by -0,69%. However, it is important to note that our reported return
in Alternative Investments is lagging with one month. This is due to the funds’ NAV’s updating after the last day of
the month. 

Sincerely, Ossian Malmberg
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